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Introduction
This report is for an archaeological watching brief conducted for A F Cruden
Associates Consulting Engineers on behalf of Inverness Harbour Trust by the
author for the re-development of the Citadel Quay, Inverness Harbour.
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Site Location





Historical Background
The area of the development lies to the western edge of the site of the citadel
fort, which was built here from the period May 1652 to 1658. The construction of
the fort was started under the leadership of Major-General Deane and cost a
total of £80,000 sterling.
The fort was comprised of a breastwork of earth with stone being used from the
medieval buildings of Greyfriar’s Church and St Mary’s Church, both of
Inverness and from the priories of Beauly and Kinross, and using timber from
Strathglass and oak from England. Inside were a number of buildings including
church, magazine, stores and accommodation for a thousand men. After the
restoration of Charles II in 1660 the fort was largely demolished.

Cartographic History
The fort has always formed a prominent feature of any early map of Inverness,
especially in relation to its use after 1660. The following maps (See over) show
features of the development of the site:

1 – John Home’s map of 1774 – pier built in 1732 using part of the moat. A
number of buildings are noted within the citadel including a windmill to the
riverside.

2 – John Wood’s map of 1821 – Factory in citadel of McIntosh Grant’s sail
works. Number of buildings inside citadel.

3 – OS map of 1867 – Site marked as ship building yard. Harbour to south edge
of former moat is now marked as dock.

4 – OS map of 1904 – Dock to south is shown to be gone and quay has been
rebuilt.

5 – OS map of 1930 – Storage tanks and railway access is shown. Site is little
changed today since then.

6 – Plan of citadel held in Worcester Library (From Fraser, 1910)

It is likely from the map evidence that whilst most of the bastion of the fort was
demolished that the buildings themselves were reused for a variety of uses
including a sail works and a shipbuilding yard.

The harbour to the south, noted on Wood’s plan of 1821 was still extent when
the New Statistical Account was written (1845).















Previous Archaeological Work
Previous archaeological work on the citadel fort has been very limited. Only a
part of the NW and NE bastions survives and is now protected as a Scheduled
Ancient Monument. A clock tower, which may be part of the fort, also survives.

Two small archaeological watching briefs have been conducted west of the
current area of work at NH 666/464 (Kendrick 1998, 1999) but no
archaeological deposits or features were noted, both being limited in the scope
of the work carried out.

Objectives
To conduct a watching brief on the excavation’s carried out as part of the
development to record those features revealed by excavation work. A copy of
the specification provided by Highland Council Archaeology Unit is enclosed. It
should be noted that the original specification was for a ‘fuller’ investigation but
this was dropped. [Copy of letter detailing this from A F Cruden Consulting
Engineers is also included]



Watching Brief Investigation
The watching brief was carried out in accordance with accepted professional
archaeological standards as published by the Institute of Field Archaeologists
(IFA 1999). Over the construction period a suitably qualified archaeologist was
on site to carry out observations and assessment of the area affected by the
excavation works.

Site Conditions
The area under investigation was formerly part of an existing quay with a variety
of periods of development with a mixed coverage of concrete and tarmac.
Weather on the days of work was usually fair.

Results
Behind the concrete of the 1901 quay the majority of deposits were of gravel
with blue-grey silt intermixed and probably is gravel dredged from the river.
Work was started at the north and proceeded southwards. Overall on average
modern excavations to a depth of up to 2.5m were noticeable throughout the
site in the form of drainage and services.

Work started with the removal of the concrete of the existing quay; this took the
form of machine pecking then the removal of the existing tie-rods for the quay
(see photograph) and their replacement (This removal of the existing tie-rods
formed the bulk of the excavations)

Initial excavation work to the north end of the site produced a number of cut red
sandstone blocks in a rough alignment running north to south. These blocks
were noted in section (see photograph over) and are probably a rough groin
constructed after the forts demolition as protection for the use of the quay at the
south as depicted on the OS map of 1867. The author inspected all of the
blocks removed, given that the stonework for the fort is recorded to have come
from a number of ecclesiastical sites.

One of the blocks had a carving of a 4 (see photograph over). This symbol is
usually depicted on gravestones, amongst other objects, to be the symbol of a
merchant. Though it is not uncommon as a mason’s mark in the medieval
period (Christison, 1902) probably as a modification of the cross or maybe the
Agnus Dei (figure of lamb emblematic of Christ)(Willsher, 1985). No similar
mason’s marks are found in the local area. (personnel comm. Mr G Webster).

To where this stone originated is unknown, it is known that the ecclesiastical
buildings of Inverness had been used for the quarry of stone before the fort was
begun (Fraser, 1910). It may be more likely that this ‘mark’ is of one of the
mason’s who worked on the construction of the fort or from the fort after 1660.

Work to the north-eastern corner of the excavations to replace the anchor wall
revealed blocks of stone in situ [marked on plan with #], which given their
alignment to the historical maps is likely to be part of the original fort. No
deposits relating to the fort were found in this area. Only a preliminary
examination and very limited recording was possible in this area as rising tide
levels would probably cause damage to any stonework uncovered (see
photograph over) and that no further excavation work was to be carried out in











this area. Noted by Fraser (1910) that he had revealed this walling during his
excavations in 1901.

Work to the southern end of the excavations revealed that there was no trace of
the bastion of the fort in this location. It was noted by Fraser that “excavations
for the removal of the north wall of the dock revealed part of the outer return
wall on the south side of the bastion”(Fraser, 1910, 79). Excavations in this area
revealed that the stone in this area had been removed before Fraser’s work in
1901 as stone was used in the quay shown on the 1867 OS map. (see
photograph over) This was comprised of blocks of red sandstone set in
concrete.

Evidence was found in large dumps of material of the infilled south bastion
ditch, later harbour (see photograph over) with an early 19th century date
(dumps of white glazed pottery, glass, ash and coal) but there was no evidence
for a cut. [Likely to have originally been a natural channel]

No deposits relating to the occupation of the Cromwellian Fort were revealed.

Recommendations
No recommendations with regards to this development project are to be proposed.







Archive
Notebook of results and a set of colour slides showing the progress of the work is to
be deposited in the National Monuments Record in Edinburgh. A set of colour slides
on CD disc showing the progress of the work has been deposited with Highland
Council Sites and Monuments Record.
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Appendix 1 – Details of Slides

1 – View of existing quay facing north

2 – View of existing quay facing south

3 – View of existing quay facing north

4 – Removal of concrete quay of 1901 facing north

5 – View of tie-rods of 1901 quay facing north

6 – ibid.

7 – View of tie-rods of 1901 quay facing south

8 – View of tie-rods of 1901 quay facing north

9 – View of west facing section showing services

10 – View of rear of 1901 pilings facing north

11 – View of typical block removed from gravel infill

12 – View of south facing section of north edge of excavation

13 – View of excavation upon high-tide facing north-west

14 – View of west facing section

15 – Detail of north edge of excavation showing rubble quay

16 – Detail of blocks of citadel in situ in west facing section

17 – ibid.

18 – View of removal of concrete quay of 1901 facing north

19 – View of mason’s mark on sandstone block

20 – View of recovered sandstone blocks and rubble

21 – View of infilled excavation at north end of quay

22 – View of wooden post recovered during dredging operations

23 – View of section in area of location of south-west bastion

24 – View of removal of concrete facing south showing sandstone quay

25 – View of sandstone quay utilising blocks from citadel facing south

26 – View of excavations to rear of ‘sandstone’ quay

27 – View of section showing infilled deposits of former harbour site

28 – ibid.

29 – ibid.

30 – ibid.

31 – View of excavations to rear of ‘sandstone’ quay


